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Abstract
We give an explicit proof that noncommutative U(N) gauge theories are one–loop renormal-
izable.
1
1 Introduction
Since [1] it has been clear that the concept of space in the presence of nearby D–branes is radically
modified. One way to express it is to say that the positions of the branes are replaced by suitable
matrices, whose entries actually represent open strings stretched among them. This entails in
particular that at short brane distances space becomes noncommutative . This picture is indeed
very suggestive, but not very effective in representing space non–commutativity. It has been only
recently, [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], that noncommutativity has surfaced in a very effective and manageable
way. This happens precisely when D–branes are in presence of a constant NSNS B-field. In this
case, the low energy effective action of the open strings attached to the branes can be represented
by a Euclidean field theory defined on a noncommutative spacetime. All this clearly holds at a
semiclassical level (i.e. tree amplitudes computed in the string and the field theory setting compare
well). However one can try to compare loop amplitudes calculated both in string theory and in
the corresponding noncommutative field theory, in order to see how effective the noncommutative
effective field theory is. Several calculations of this type have been carried out, see [7, 8, 9, 10,
12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 19, 20, 22] and in particular [11, 13, 26], and some discrepancies
have recently surfaced, [27, 28]. The latter papers seem to imply that more general * products are
necessary, in order for the effective field theory to faithfully represent string loop contributions.
It seems to be important therefore to know exactly what are the properties of a noncommutative
YM theory we can rely on. One of the basic properties is renormalizability. In this paper we consider
a noncommutative YM theory with U(N) gauge group in 4D without matter, and study its one–loop
renormalizability properties. Since we take for granted that non–planar singularities are dumped by
the noncommutative parameter θ [7, 23, 24, 25], we only consider the planar one–loop contributions.
This has already been partially done as far as the U(1) gauge theory is concerned [11, 13], and
for two– and three–point functions for U(N), [26]. We want to complete such calculations by
computing the one–loop four–point function in a pure noncommutative U(N) Yang–Mills theory
in 4D, for which some doubts have been raised. It is obvious that if gauge (BRST) invariance
is assumed, the calculation we do is superfluous. But in a noncommutative gauge theory some
caution has to be used and BRST invariance has to be proved rather then assumed. We have in
fact a simple counterexample: NCSO(2) gauge theory, which was introduced in [32]. If we define
the Feynman rules in the most obvious way, it is immediate to see that for 2- and 3-gluon vertices
the one–loop corrections identically vanish, while the 4-gluon has a divergent part at one-loop.
Therefore this theory is not one–loop renormalizable (at least in the ordinary sense).
Our final result is however reassuring. Noncommutative U(N) gauge theories are one–loop
renormalizable.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we set notations and conventions. In
section 3 we compute the relevant one–loop amplitudes for a noncommutative U(N) theory. We
also make a comment on the possibility of defining consistent noncommutative SU(N) Feynman
rules.
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2 Notations, conventions and u(N) tensors
Our noncommutative theory is specified by the action
S =
∫
d4x Tr
(
−
1
4
FµνF
µν −
1
2α
(∂µA
µ)2 +
1
2
(ic¯ ∗ ∂µD
µc − i∂µD
µc ∗ c¯)
)
(2.1)
where
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ − ig(Aµ ∗ Aν −Aν ∗ Aµ) (2.2)
and the Moyal product is defined with respect to the parameter θµν . The potential Aµ is valued
in the Lie algebra u(N), i.e. is an hermitian matrix, and we will choose the Feynman gauge
α = 1. As is customary in dealing with 4D field theories, throughout the paper we use a Minkowski
formulation of the theory, although its brane origin is Euclidean.
Since the properties of the Lie algebra u(N) tensors are crucial in our calculation, we devote
the rest of this section to deriving them.
We use a basis ta, a = 1, . . . , N2 − 1 of traceless hermitean matrices for the Lie algebra su(N),
with normalization
tr(tatb) =
1
2
δab (2.3)
and structure constants fabc defined by
[ta, tb] = ifabct
c . (2.4)
We define also the third order ad-invariant completely symmetric tensor dabc by means of
{ta, tb} =
1
N
δab + dabct
c . (2.5)
Next we pass to the Lie algebra u(N) by introducing the additional generator t0 = 1√
2N
1N .
Corresponding to any index a for su(N) we introduce the index A = (0, a), so that A runs from 0
to N2 − 1. We have
[tA, tB] = ifABCt
C , {tA, tB} = dABCt
C (2.6)
where fABC is completely antisymmetric, fabc is the same as for su(N) and f0BC = 0, while dABC
is completely symmetric; dabc is the same as for su(N), d0BC =
√
2
N
δBC , d00c = 0 and d000 =
√
2
N
.
We have also
Tr(tAtB) =
1
2
δAB . (2.7)
The following identities hold and will be extensively used below
fABX fXCD + fACX fXDB + fADX fXBC = 0
fABX dXCD + fACX dXDB + fADX dXBC = 0
fADX fXBC = dABX dXCD − dACX dXDB (2.8)
Next we define the matrices FA,DA as follows
(FA)BC = fBAC , (DA)BC = dBAC (2.9)
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In the evaluation of Feynman diagrams we need to know traces of two, three and four such matrices.
We borrow from the literature, [29, 30, 31], the corresponding results for su(N) and extend them
to u(N). Denoting by T̂r the traces over the relevant N2 ×N2 space, we obtain
T̂r(FAFB) = −N cA δAB , cA = 1− δA,0
T̂r(DADB) = NdAδAB , dA = 2− cA (2.10)
T̂r(FADB) = 0
T̂r(FAFBFC) = −
N
2
fABC
T̂r(FAFBDC) = −
N
2
dABC cA cB dC
T̂r(FADBDC) =
N
2
fABC (2.11)
T̂r(DADBDC) =
N
2
ηABC dABC
where ηABC = dA dB dC − 4δA+B+C,0. Finally
T̂r(FAFBFCFD) =
[1
2
δ(ABδCD) +
N
8
(dABX dCDX + dADX dBCX)
+
N
8
(fADX fBCX − fABX fCDX)
]
cA cB cC cD
T̂r(FAFBFCDD) = −
N
4
(dABX fCDX + fABX dCDX) cA cB cC dD
T̂r(FAFBDCDD) = cA cB
[
cC cD
1
2
(δACδBD − δABδCD + δADδBC) (2.12)
+
N
8
dC dD (fABX fCDX − fADX fBCX − dABX dCDX − dADX dBCX)
]
T̂r(FADBFCDD) =
1
2
(δABδCD + δADδBC − δACδBD) cA cB cC cD
+
N
8
(fABX fCDX − fADX fBCX − dABXdCDX − dADX dBCX) cA dB cC dD
T̂r(FADBDCDD) =
N
4
(fABX dCDX + dABX fCDX) cA dB dC dD
T̂r(DADBDCDD) =
1
2
δ(ABδCD) cA cB cC cD
+
N
8
(fADX fBCX − fABX fCDX + dABX dCDX + dADX dBCX) ηABCD
where ηABCD = dA dB dC dD − 8δA+B+C+D,0.
3 Two–, three– and four–point functions at one loop
The Feynman rules are collected in Appendix. Evaluating the one–loop contributions is lengthy
but straightforward. In this section we consider the planar part of the 2–, 3– and 4–point functions
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and, adopting the dimensional regularization (ǫ = 4−D, as usual), we extract first the planar part
and, out of it, the divergent part. The relevant results are written down below. The 2– and 3–point
functions are exactly parallel to the corresponding ones in ordinary gauge theories, and some of
them are written down below only for the sake of comparison.
Gluons carry Lorentz indices µ, ν, ... , color indices A,B, ... , and momenta p, q, ... . Ghosts carry
only the last two type of labels. All the momenta are entering, unless otherwise specified, and we
use the notation p× q = 12pµθ
µνqν.
2–point function. We have two nonvanishing contribution to the UV divergent part:
– gluons circulating inside the loop:
i
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
δABN
[
19
12
gµρp
2 −
11
6
pµpν
]
(3.13)
– ghosts circulating inside the loop:
i
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
δABN
[
1
12
gµρp
2 +
1
6
pµpν
]
(3.14)
Their sum is:
i
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
δABN
5
3
[
gµρp
2 − pµpν
]
(3.15)
which entails the usual renormalization constant
Z3 = 1 +
5
3
g2N
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
. (3.16)
3–point function. The external gluons carry labels (A, p, µ), (B, q, ν) and (C, k, λ) for the Lie
algebra, momentum and Lorentz indices. They are ordered in anticlockwise sense. The triangle
diagram gives
−
13
8
g3N
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
(cos(p× q)fABC + sin(p× q)dABC)
· ((p− q)λgµν + (q − k)µgνλ + (k − p)νgµλ) (3.17)
The diagram with one three gluon vertex and one four–gluon vertex gives:
9
4
g3N
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
(cos(p× q)fABC + sin(p× q)dABC)
· ((p− q)λgµν + (q − k)µgνλ + (k − p)νgµλ) (3.18)
The contribution of the two ghost circulating diagrams is:
1
24
g3N
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
(cos(p × q)fABC + sin(p× q)dABC)
· ((p− q)λgµν + (q − k)µgνλ + (k − p)νgµλ) (3.19)
The sum of the coefficients is
−
13
8
+
9
4
+
1
24
=
2
3
(3.20)
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A,µ, p B, ν, q
D, σ, s C, ρ, r 
A,µ, p B, ν, q
D, σ, s C, ρ, r

D,σ, s
A, µ, p
C, ρ, r
B, ν, q

D,σ, s
A, µ, p
C, ρ, r
B, ν, q
Figure 1: One loop contributions to the four-point function
Therefore, as in the ordinary YM theory, the renormalization constant Z1 is
Z1 = 1 +
2
3
g2N
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
. (3.21)
4–point function. The external gluons carry labels (A,µ, p), (B, ν, q), (C, ρ, r) and (D,σ, s)
for Lie algebra, Lorentz index and momentum, as shown in Figure 1.
There are four distinct graphs contributing to the 4–gluon vertex: the gluon box b, the ghost
box g, the gluon triangle t and the gluon candy c. There are two main type of contributions,
distinguished by their Lie algebra tensor structure. The first is characterized by Kronecker delta
functions in the Lie algebra indices, while the second consists of d and f tensors. The first type
contributions, which are potentially dangerous for renormalizability, fortunately vanish.
The second type contributions have the general form
− ig4
2
ǫ
1
(4π)2
[ (N
8
cos(p× s− q × r)LABCD +
N
8
sin(p× s− q × r)MABCD
)
Kiµνρσ
+
(N
8
cos(p× r − q × s)LBACD −
N
8
sin(p× r − q × s)MBACD
)
Kiνµρσ
+
(N
8
cos(p× s+ q × r)LACBD +
N
8
sin(p× s+ q × r)MACBD
)
Kiµρνσ
]
(3.22)
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where
LABCD = dABX dCDX + dADX dCBX − fABX fCDX + fADXfBCX
MABCD = dABX fCDX + dADX fBCX + fABX dCDX − fADX dBCX (3.23)
and
Kbµνρσ =
94
3
gµν gρσ +
94
3
gµσ gνρ +
34
3
gµρ gνσ
Kgµνρσ = −
1
3
(gµν gρσ + gµσ gνρ + gµρ gνσ) (3.24)
Ktµνρσ = −(46 gµν gρσ + 46 gµσ gνρ − 32 gµρ gνσ)
Kcµνρσ = 16 (7 gµν gρσ + 7 gµσ gνρ − 8 gµρ gνσ)
The 4–point vertex is now easily calculated by summing all the contributions with the appro-
priate symmetry factors. The contributions (3.22) give rise to
i
N
12
g4
2
ǫ
1
(4π)2
[ (
cos(p× s− q × r)LABCD + sin(p× s− q × r)MABCD
)
Tµνρσ
+
(
cos(p× r − q × s)LBACD − sin(p× r − q × s)MBACD
)
Tνµρσ
+
(
cos(p× s+ q × r)LACBD + sin(p× s+ q × r)MACBD
)
Tµρνσ
]
(3.25)
where
Tµνρσ = gµν gρσ + gµσ gνρ − 2 gµρ gνσ (3.26)
Comparing (3.25) with eq.(3.32) in the Appendix, we see that the contribution (3.25) implies
that the four–A term in the action is renormalized with a Z4 given by
Z4 = 1−
1
3
g2N
1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
. (3.27)
This is the same renormalization that occurs in ordinary U(N) Yang–Mills theories. Therefore, the
noncommutative U(N) Yang–Mills theories are one–loop renormalizable.
The U(1) case must be treated separately. Using the corresponding Feynman rules (see Ap-
pendix), one finds the 2– and 3–point contributions evaluated above with f = 0 and d = 1 and
multiplied by 12 . As for the 4–point function, the term corresponding to (3.25) is obtained by setting
L = 2 and M = 0 in the latter. Therefore all the renormalization constants satisfy the renormal-
ization conditions, and, as a consequence, the noncommutative U(1) gauge theory is one–loop
renormalizable too, [11, 13].
We would like finally to present some results (which are obtained without much effort as byprod-
ucts of the previous calculations) concerning a restriction from the U(N) to the SU(N) case. It is
not known what a noncommutative SU(N) gauge theory is, although an attempt of defining it has
been done recently, [33]. In particular we do not know the explicit form of the action. Therefore we
can only try to guess the relevant Feynman rules. The most obvious possibility one can envisage
is that they are simply obtained from the Feynman rules of the noncommutative U(N) theory by
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restricting everywhere the U(N) indices A,B, ... to the corresponding SU(N) ones a, b, .... As one
can see in this case the renormalization constants do not coincide with the ones in the ordinary
SU(N) gauge theory. Strictly speaking this is not enough to conclude that the noncommutative
SU(N) theory is nonrenormalizable, unless one assumes that the θ → 0 limit of the quantum theory
is smooth.
However, even allowing for such more general possibility, it is easy to show that the theory
defined by such Feynman rules is not one–loop renormalizable, see also [26]. To this purpose it is
sufficient to compare the ratio of the renormalization constants of gluon propagator, Z3, and the
three gluon vertex, Z1, with the ratio of ghost propagator, Z˜3, and ghost-ghost-gluon vertex, Z˜1.
If the SU(N) theory were renormalizable, we should find Z3/Z1 = Z˜3/Z˜1. Instead we obtain
Z1 = 1 + g
2 1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
1
4
(
N2 − 2
N
)
Z3 = 1 + g
2 1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
5
3
(
N2 − 2
N
)
Z˜1 = 1− g
2 1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
1
2
(
N2 − 3
N
)
Z˜3 = 1− g
2 1
(4π)2
2
ǫ
1
2
(
N2 − 2
N
)
,
where we used the traces over the SU(N) indices that can be found in [30].
Appendix. Feynman rules for noncommutative U(N) theories.
Gluons carry Lorentz indices µ, ν, ..., color indices A,B, ..., and momenta p, q, .... Ghosts carry only
the last two type of labels. All the momenta are entering unless otherwise specified.
gluon propagator.

p
A, µ B, ν −
i
p2
δABgµν (3.28)
ghost propagator.

p
A, µ B, ν
i
p2
δAB (3.29)
3–gluon vertex. The external gluons carry labels (A,µ, p), (B, ν, q) and (C, λ, k) for the Lie
algebra, momentum and Lorentz indices and are ordered in anticlockwise sense:
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A,µ, p
B, ν, q C, λ, k
− g (fABC cos(p × q) + dABC sin(p× q)) (gµν (p− q)λ + gνλ (q − k)µ + gλµ(k − p)ν) (3.30)
ghost vertex. The gluon carries label (A,µ, k), the ghosts (B, p) and (C, q):

A,µ, k
B, p C, q
− g pµ (fABC cos(p× q)− dABC sin(p × q)) (3.31)
4–gluon vertex. The gluons carry labels (A,µ, p), (B, ν, q), (C, ρ, r) and (D,σ, s) for Lie algebra,
Lorentz index and momentum. They are clockwise ordered:
	
A,µ, p B, ν, q
D, σ, s C, ρ, r
− ig2
[
(fABX cos(p× q) + dABX sin(p× q))
· (fXCD cos(r × s) + dXCD sin(r × s)) (gµρ gνσ − gµσ gνρ)
+ (fACX cos(p× r) + dACX sin(p × r))
· (fXDB cos(s × q) + dXDB sin(s× q)) (gµσ gνρ − gµν gρσ)
+ (fADX cos(p× s) + dADX sin(p× s))
· (fXBC cos(q × r) + dXBC sin(q × r)) (gµν gρσ − gµρ gνσ)
]
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With elementary manipulations we can rewrite this as follows:
−
i
4
g2
[ (
cos(p × s− q × r)LABCD + sin(p × s− q × r)MABCD
)
Tµνρσ
+
(
cos(p × r − q × s)LBACD − sin(p × r − q × s)MBACD
)
Tνµρσ
+
(
cos(p × s+ q × r)LACBD + sin(p × s+ q × r)MACBD
)
Tµρνσ
]
(3.32)
The tensors M,L, T are defined in the text.
The Feynman rules for U(1) are formally obtained from the above ones by setting θ = 0, the
tensor f = 0 and d = 1 (therefore, in particular, L = 2, M = 0).
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